Meeting was adjourned at 7:15 pm.

Next meeting is the second Saturday in February. February 13, 1994 at 6:30 pm.

Leprecon meeting February 11, 1995 6:30 pm

Present:
Dave Hiatt
Kim Hiatt
Doug Cosper
Jim Webbert
Richard Bolinski
Ray Gish
Elizabeth Burnham
Chris Dickenson
Kathy Bailey
Heather Rice

The meeting was called to order at 6:45 p.m.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The Treasurer's report was not read, as the information was not readily available.

Leprecon 21 guests are confirmed. Progress report has been mailed out. A total of 2470 were sent out. We sent 1686 to the Phoenix area and we sent 304 to the rest of Arizona. The remainder was sent out to other states and we have received ten memberships as well as a volunteer to run the consuite.

Pursuit of the lawsuit over Leprecon 20 has been considered. Because of the breach of contract, we do have a valid situation, however, due to some of the actions taken by the con chair our situation may not be as solid as we might hope.

Reciprocal trade of ads with Condor.

A situation that has become apparent by watching the mailings. A typical convention acquires 200 new names with each convention. We are getting people who come once and never come back. This is of concern to the CASFS board and is something which needs to be addressed. Ray wondered if these figures might reflect people who skip a year or two and come back. Doug replied research indicated that this was less than 10% of a figure. Richard wonders how much impact an address change would have on this situation. There is a clear indication that this is a measure of us not satisfying our con-goers expectations.
8/10/95 at 6:50 PM

1. Meeting called to order.
2. Attendance sheet passed.
3. Welcome, visitors.
4. Pass on reading last meeting minutes - secretary has resigned.
5. Treasurer: Ray: $1,230.00 #
7. Lep. 22: scheduled to happen: all committee full except masquerade. Artist guest of honor has canceled. Authors: Tracy Hickman, Margaret Weiss, Mike Stackpole: toastmaster Local Artist: local guest of honor: Grande looking elsewhere.
8. Lep. 23: FRANCISCO GRANDE - wants to tour our room rates.
9. Vote on weapons policy: - voted it - didn't work. Vote to peace bonding: if you pull it you eat it. Passed 5 for, 6 against. 2 abstain.
10. DROP POLICY ABOUT WILD PARTIES - ORDINAR "WILD" PARTY PROPERLY ORGANIZED INDOOR/OUTDOOR PARTIES: AS LONG AS THEY FOLLOW CONVENTION MANDATE/RULES. EACH CHAIRMAN TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR GROUP THROWING IT AND SECURITY AVAILABLE. MOST OF PEOPLE NEED TO BE RESPONSIBLE. NEED TO BE COORDINATION WITH HOTEL/SECURITY/CHAIR/PERSONAL CARE. DEPENDS ON HOTEL. GEAR THE PARTY FOR THE HOTEL! HAVE TO HAVE SECURITY THAT CARES! HAVE TO HAVE PARTIES IN ONE SPOT IF POSS.

FORMAL MOTION: PERMISSION TO HOLD PARTIES NEEDS TO BE SANCTIONED AND THE CHAIR IS THE ONE WHO "SANCTIONS" THEM. MOTION CARRIES 2 ABSTAIN. ALL REST-YES DLAGAN.

LeP 22 - Allen Hursley - co-mur-act show & Ray - GEORGIA - famous for con.

GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR MASQUERADE. WHAT A CHAIRMAN

DOUG ARRIVES!

Leprecon lost $1,700.00 -
Bounced checks cost a lot - were part of the reason.
Leprecon lost money - People will be payed back.
Members hire 20.00 & to LeP 22 - till 1/1/95 -
10% for LeP 22 staff.

Mike drops off - Mike gets 3 yr.
Doug -

Tom declines - Barry declines.
Nomination for Lepricon 24 (98)

1. Ray Gish - No
2. Jeff Jennings - Yes

President: Jay Patton
COB: Jay Patton
VCB: David Hiatt
Treasurer: Ray Gish
Secretary: Kim Hiatt (me)

Motion: Masquerade Ball? Modern Dance?
Tabled til next meeting.

Motion to adjourn: 8:15 pm
Meeting minutes
7/15 start
Treasurer: $697.35 included $100 each from Sep 22

Old Business:
   Sep 21 - Brain reports on fiscal 1995

   Maskersale Ball/Dance
   Motion to allow 3 for 2 abortions

   Sep 22 - Guest as okay - charity
   MOJO possible media guest
   Tournament + (Magic) in March
   Committee meeting early Dec.

   Money raising schemes
   gift certificates
   gift memberships
   sponsorships
   dues!

   23 - getting organized - arguing a Casa Grande.
   Checked out hotels in Phoenix area. Working on guest
   from Babylon 5.

   24 - Jeff not here

Charities - discussed.
Wright Schultz - Conrad - Big into UFOs. Interview contacts and
may stop by Phoenix.
Mike says "hello" to Kathy!

New business Grant from CASFAS?

Adjourn 8:30 pm
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38. Hitting a double - using a 5' and 2" bat

catcher out - first

first
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